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Performance behavior

Metric signature & LIKWID [7]
performance group(s)

Bandwidth saturation

Saturating speedup across cores sharing a data path

Bandwidth meets BW of suitable streaming
benchmark (MEM, L3)

ALU saturation

Throughput at design limit(s)

Good (low) CPI, integral ratio of cycles to specific
instruction count(s) (FLOPS_*, DATA, CPI)

Simple bandwidth performance model much too
optimistic

Low BW utilization / Low cache hit ratio, frequent CL
evicts or replacements (CACHE, DATA, MEM)

Large discrepancy from simple performance model
based on LD/ST and arithmetic throughput

Relevant events are very hardware-specific, e.g.,
memory aliasing stalls, conflict misses, unaligned
LD/ST, requeue events

False sharing of cache lines

Large discrepancy from performance model in parallel
case, bad scalability

Frequent (remote) CL evicts (CACHE)

Bad ccNUMA page placement

Bad or no scaling across NUMA domains, performance
improves with interleaved page placement

Unbalanced bandwidth on memory interfaces / High
remote traffic (MEM)

Pipelining issues

In-core throughput far from design limit, performance
insensitive to data set size

(Large) integral ratio of cycles to specific instruction
count(s), bad (high) CPI (FLOPS_*, DATA, CPI)

Control flow issues

See above

High branch rate and branch miss ratio (BRANCH)

Load imbalance / serial fraction

Saturating/sub-linear speedup

Different amount of “work” on the cores (FLOPS_*);
note that instruction count is not reliable!

Synchronization overhead

Speedup going down as more cores are added / No
speedup with small problem sizes / Cores busy but low
FP performance

Large non-FP instruction count (growing with
number of cores used) / Low CPI (FLOPS_*, CPI)

Instruction overhead

Low application performance, good scaling across
cores, performance insensitive to problem size

Low CPI near theoretical limit / Large non-FP
instruction count (constant vs. number of cores)
(FLOPS_*, DATA, CPI)

Excess data volume

Work related

Hazards

Inefficient
data access

Latency-bound access

Micro-architectural anomalies

Code
composition

The Performance Engineering development cycle

Many cycles per instruction (CPI) if the problem is
large-latency arithmetic

Expensive instructions
Similar to instruction overhead

Scalar instructions dominating in data-parallel loops
(FLOPS_*, CPI)

Ineffective instructions

Runtime profiling

Machine characteristics

Performance pattern
Algorithm/Code analysis

We propose a systematic performance engineering process constructed around a diagnostic performance model. The performance model is a tool forcing
the developer to acquire knowledge about the interaction of their code with a specific system architecture. In the present work the performance
modeling approach is combined with the notion of performance patterns [1]. Patterns give the developer a concrete plan how to proceed to understand
the observed performance, how to formulate a suitable model, and to decide on optimizations. Patterns condense common knowledge and experience
in an accessible way. They help in understanding what the limiting factors of a code are, which quantitative model is suitable to describe the
performance, and finally which optimization techniques are available to improve the performance.

Starting point: Roofline model [5]

Memory BW saturation
pattern

:
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Code optimization:
• Shift bottlenecks (same pattern,
better utilization)
• Eliminate non-expedient activity
(change of pattern)

Remove discrepancy:
• Identify correct pattern
(change of pattern)
• Correct model input (no
change of pattern)

Example: 3D 15-point red-black stencil in MG solver [6]

Refinement: Take data
transfer into account

ECM Model [4]

ECM Model analysis
using IACA
ALU saturation,
Pipelining issues,
Code composition
patterns
Replace divide with
pipelined reciprocal
Apply SIMD vectorization
Use SMT capabilities

Roofline analysis
Assumption f. bottleneck
saturation

Result of effort:
5-6 x improvement
against initial parallel C
code implementation
>50% of peak
performance (SSE)
ALU saturation pattern

Prediction of saturation
behavior

Select optimal OpenMP
schedule
Roofline analysis
Memory-bound
algorithm!

Discrepancy to
measurement

Model meets
measurement

Code optimization

Backprojection

Load imbalance pattern

Execute on concrete
Microarchitecture

Kernel benchmarking
Metric signatures

RabbitCT benchmark:
http://www.rabbitct.com

LIKWID-perfctr
analysis

Hardware resources
Formulate machine model

Performance model

Example: Computed tomography volume reconstruction [3]

Work reduction
optimization

Hardware (ISA)
• Instruction execution
• Data transfers

Memory-bound
algorithm!

Memory BW saturation
pattern
…

ECM Model analysis
using IACA

No BW saturation!

ALU saturation
pattern

Discrepancy between
model and measurement
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